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Technical Field

This invention relates to methods and systems for communicating data, and particularly, though not ex-

clusively, to methods and systems for communicating data over a plurality of channels, such as a cable having

a plurality of conductors (for example a four-wire telephone cable).

Background Art

The spread of personal computers and workstations has led to the development of networks for intercon-

necting such equipment and common resources such as printers and data storage devices. More powerful

and sophisticated computing equipment and programs have progressively become available, allowing the

processing of data in larger and larger quantities, for example in the form of database information and graphic

images. These developments have in turn placed increasing demands on the speed and capacity of networks.

Various new networking technologies have been proposed to cater for these demands. One such technol-

ogy is the fibre distributed data interface (FDDI), which is based on the use of optical fibres and optical signals.

However, practical experience has shown that although this technology can provide the required performance,

it is relatively expensive, requiring the costly process of installing complete new networks of optical fibre, which

is itself inherently expensive.

Accordingly attention has also been directed to the possibility of transferring data at high speed over ex-

isting wiring installations, thereby avoiding the cost of installing a new network and gaining additional return

for the expense previously incurred in installing the existing wiring.

One possible technique along these lines involves the use of unshielded twisted-pair (UTP) telephone

cables of the kind already used for lower-speed local-area networks. In this technique, described for example

in US Patent 5 119 402, the required high data rate is achieved by transferring the data over multiple conduc-

tors, so that different portions of the data are transmitted simultaneously over respective conductors.

In data communication systems it is desirable to ensure a high degree of error detection. One particular

class of errors is those affecting individual, spaced bits. Such errors are known as single-bit errors. Various

techniques have been developed for the detection of single-bit errors, including cyclic redundancy check (CRC)

codes and the encoding of data values using a limited number of valid code words. However, there remain cer-

tain combinations of single-bit errors which such techniques may not detect.

It is an object of this invention to provide a method and system for communicating data, for example using

cables with multiple conductors, which facilitates the detection of single-bit errors.

Disclosure of Invention

According to one aspect of this invention there is provided a method for communicating encoded data over

a channel, using a code having two groups of data values, each data value in a first group having one or more

code words all of weight n (weight being calculated as described below), and each data value in a second group

having a plurality of code words each of which is of weight n+x (e.g. n-1) or n+y (e.g. n+1) and having at least

one code word of each weight, code words of weight n+x and n+y being selected alternately upon each occur-

rence of any data value in said second group, wherein communication of data over said channel is terminated

with a delimiter selected from at least two predetermined delimiters in accordance with the weight which would

be selected for a code word corresponding to a data value in said second group and occurring in place of said

delimiter.

Digital data is commonly communicated physically by transmitting different respective voltages for differ-

ent digital values. Thus, in a binary system +2.5 volts may represent a binary 1 and -Z5 volts may represent

a binary 0; in a ternary (three-level) system +2.5 volts may represent a ternary 1 , 0 volts may represent a tern-

ary 0, and -2.5 volts may represent a ternary -1 . In an a.c. coupled communication system it is generally desired

to maintain d.c. balance, i.e. to avoid any long-term departure of cumulative signal voltage from an equilibrium

value. This may be accomplished by the use of a code in which the cumulative weight (as described below)

of the code words does not depart from some predetermined value by more than some predetermined limit

As used herein, the term 'weight refers to the relative numbers of differently valued symbols in a code

word. Thus, in a binary system, the weight may refer to the number of binary Vs in a code word relative to

some reference quantity. For example, a code word 111000 may be considered to have a weight (expressed

as number of- 1's above or below three) of 0, a code word 0011 00 to have a weight of -1 and a code word 110011

to have a weight of +1

.

In a ternary system, the weight may be expressed, for example, as the sum of the symbol values in a code

word, the three possible symbol values being -1 ,0 and +1.
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According to another aspect of this invention there is provided apparatus for communicating encoded data

over a channel, using a code having two groups of data values, each data value in a first group having one or

more code words ail of weight n, and each data value in a second group having a plurality of code words each

of which is of weight n+x ormy and having at least one code word of each weight, comprising:

5 means for encoding data values in said first group;

means for selecting code words of weight n+x and n+y alternately upon each occurrence of any data

value in said second group; and

means for terminating communication of data over said channel with a delimiter selected from at least

two predetermined delimiters in accordance with the weight which would be selected for a code word corre-

10 sponding to a data value in said second group and occurring in place of said delimiter.

Brief Description of Drawings

A method and system in accordance with this invention for communicating data using four-conductor un-

15 shielded twisted-pair cable will now be described, by way of example, with reference to the accompanying

drawings, in which:

Figures 1 and 2 show the manner in which data is formatted for communication over the cable;

Figure 3 is a table of five-bit data values and corresponding six-bit code values;

Figure 4 is a flow diagram of a method for encoding data blocks according to the table in Figure

20 3, and for delimiting data; and

Figure 5 is a flow diagram of a method for checking received encoded data blocks for errors.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention, & Industrial Applicability

25 The present invention may be used, for example, in circumstances where a stream of data is communicated

over a plurality of channels, successive portions of the data stream being communicated simultaneously over

different respective channels in order to obtain a higher bandwidth than would be possible if all the data were

transmitted over a single such channel. For convenience the invention will be described in the context of trans-

mission of binary data over a cable having four channels or conductors (e.g. four pairs of twisted wires). How-

30 ever, the invention is not limited to this particular number of channels nor to this type of channel nor to binary

data. In practice the cable would, for example, form part of a network connecting many stations or nodes, such

as personal computers, workstations, multi-user computers, printers or data storage units. Circuit devices as-

sociated with these stations would provide the necessaryfunctions for assembling data and network operating

information into frames or packets for transmission, for controlling access to the network and for transmitting

35 and receiving physical signals on the cable (for example by differential signalling in the case of twisted-pair

conductors). The present invention is independent of the particular details of these functions and may for ex-

ample be implemented in conjunction with existing network technologies; since such technologies already in-

corporate known techniques for providing these functions, and the functions form no part of the present in-

vention, they will not be described here.

40 Referring to Figures 1 and 2, a data frame intended to be communicated over a four-conductor cable is

shown schematically at 10. This frame comprises a binary digital message 12 to be transferred, starting with

the leftmost bit as shown in Figure 1 , between stations on the network; and an associated thirty-two bit CRC
(cyclic redundancy check) block 14 containing check data derived from the message 12 in known manner in

accordance with a predetermined CRC algorithm, such as that based on the polynomial

45 g(x) = x32 + x26 + x23 + x22 + x16 * x12 + x11 x10 + x8 + x7 + xs + x4 + x2 + x + 1

.

For transmission over the four-conductor cable the data frame is split into consecutive blocks of five bits

each, and the blocks are distributed among the four conductors (herein labelled A to D) on a cyclic basis and

starting with the block containing the leftmost bit of the data frame. Thus the first block, labelled AJ in Figure

1 , is transmitted via conductor A, the next block (B1 ) via conductor B, the third block (C1) via conductor C and

so the fourth (D1) via conductor D. The cycle then repeats, with conductorA being used again, for the fifth block

(A2), and so on.

Prior to transmission the five-bit data blocks are encoded by a 5-to-6 bit encoder 16 (Figure 2) into six-bit

values according to a substitution table, to provide a measure of inherent error detection. The encoding sub-

stitutions may be as shown in Figure 3. These particular substitutions are selected in part to maintain d.c.

55 balance on each conductor, by ensuring that after transmission of each coded data block the accumulated

weight, as described above, is always in the range -1 to +1. Thus, in the example shown in Figure 3, a first

group of twenty substitutions (the centre column of the 6-bit code table) are assigned unique codes comprising

respective ones of the twenty six-bit values which contain three binary zeroes and three binary ones

3
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(weight=0). The remaining twelve data values form a second group which are each assigned two possible six-
bit code values, one containing two binary ones (weight=-1) and the other containing four (weight=+1), as
shown in the left and right columns of the 6-bit code table.

The encoding is implemented so that on the first occasion in a frame that one of the second group of twelve
data blocks occurs for transmission along a particular conductor, the corresponding two-ones encoding is se-
lected (left-hand column); on the next occasion that any of these twelve data blocks occurs for transmission
along that same conductor, the corresponding four-ones encoding is used (right-hand column); thereafter the
use of the two-ones and four-ones encodings continues to alternate for each occurrence of any of the second
group of data blocks in respect of that conductor. Thus for each conductor the numbers of two-ones and four-
ones six-bit codes will differ at most by one, maintaining an average of three binary zeroes (zero weight) per
six-bit code and providing the desired d.c. balance. In Figure 1 illustrative five-bit data blocks are indicated in

bold characters, and corresponding six-bit code values are indicated below them in normal characters.
The particular set of substitutions given in Figure 3 is illustrative only; different combinations of five-bit

data values and six-bit code values may be assigned as desired. Thus, for example, a code may be used in

which there are two or more possible substitutions for every data value.

After encoding, the six-bit code values are distributed or 'de-multiplexed' by a de-multiplexer 18 among
the four conductors A to D on a cyclic basis as described above. Thus, as shown in Figure 2, conductorA will

carry encoded data blocks A1, A2, A3, etc. in succession (leftmost bit of each first), conductor B will carry
encoded data blocks B1, B2, B3, etc., and likewise for conductors C and D. To improve resistance to noise
bursts, data blocks are transmitted on conductors A and B coincidentally (or, in terms of overall blocks, in phase
with each other), and offset from (or out of phase with) the data blocks transmitted coincidentally with one an-
other on conductors C and D.

At the end of each frame of data, a twelve-bit end delimiter is transmitted on each conductor. This delimiter
has two possible values: one value, identified as DL2 in Figure 2, has the binary value 11 1111000000; the other
value, identified as DL4, has the binary value 000000111111. The particular values indicated are purely ex-
emplary - they are chosen to be readily distinguishable from encoded data blocks, and values which maintain
d.c. balance are preferred. The choice between these values for each conductor is determined by the weight
of the code word most recently transmitted on that conductor for any one of the second group of twelve data
values having two possible code values. If the most recently transmitted one of those data values was encoded
with a code value having two binary ones (weights), the DL4 delimiter is chosen; otherwise (or if no data
value from the second group occurs during the frame on that conductor) the DL2 delimiter is used. (In the ex-
ample shown in Figure 2, it is assumed that no further data values from the second group occur after data
value B3.)

At the receiving end of the conductors A to D, a multiplexer 20 'multiplexes' the four signals to reconstruct
the original encoded data stream, after compensating for the offset between the the signals on conductors C
and D and those on conductors A and B. A decoder 22 then converts each six-bit encoded block to derive the
corresponding five-bit data block, and checks the CRC value. If the CRC value is invalid, orany six-bit encoded
value is encountered which is invalid, or there is a violation for any conductor of the alternating pattern of en-
codings of weight + 1 and -1 for data values in the second group, the decoder 22 rejects the entire data frame.
Any departure from this alternating pattern, in encoded data values or in the end delimiter, indicates that at
least one error has occurred.

The consistent use of a predetermined (e.g. two-ones) encoding as the choice for the first occurrence on
each conductor of one of the second group of data values, and selection of an end delimiter value as described
above, provide several advantages. Thus, it is possible to detect reliably an odd number of single-bit errors
occurring on one or more conductors; in addition, some occurrences of an even number of single-bit errors
on every conductor are detected. Error patterns which will be detected in this manner include some which will

escape detection using CRC values and code violations, tn particular, this invention, together with the code
in Figure 3 for example, allows the detection of any combination of three single-bit errors within a single frame.

Thus, if a single-bit error affects an encoded data block of weight 0, that data block will be changed either
to an invalid code value, or to one of the valid code words of weight +1 or -1 . The first possibility is inherently
and immediately detectable as being an error, the second will cause an extra occurrence of a code word of
weight +1 or -1, thereby disrupting the regular alternating pattern of encodings of weight +1 and -1, and so
will also be detectable.

If a single-bit error affects an encoded data block of weight +1 or -1, it will likewise be changed either to
an entirely invalid code word of weight +2 or -2, or to a code word of weight 0. The first possibility is again
inherently detectable as an error the second will cause one occurrence of a code word of weight + 1 or -1 to
disappear, again disrupting the regular alternating pattern.

Figure 4 shows a flow diagram of a method for implementing the encoding and choice of end delimiter.
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This procedure uses four boolean flags, one for each conductor, which are set to 'true' at the start of each

frame.

Referring to Figure 4, at step 100 a counter K is incremented according to the relationship

K = (K + 1) modulo 4

5 so that the counter cyclically takes on the values zero to three inclusive. The purpose of this counter is to keep

track of which conductor the current (encoded) data value will be transmitted along. At step 102 the data value

to be encoded is tested to check whether it has one or two corresponding six-bit code values. If there is a unique

corresponding code value, the procedure obtains that value from a look-up table at step 104 and advances to

step 114, described below. Otherwise the procedure advances to step 106, where one of the above-mentioned

10 boolean flags, selected in accordance with the current value of the counter K, is tested. If the flag is 'true', the

procedure selects the code value containing only two binary ones, at step 1 08; if the flag is 'false* the code

value containing four ones is selected, at step 11 0. In either case the procedure then inverts the value of the

flag at step 112.

At step 114 the procedure tests whether the current frame is full (i.e. the prescribed maximum size for a

15 frame has been attained) and whether a data buffer from which data is taken for encoding is empty. If neither

of these circumstances applies, the procedure exits for transmission of the encoded data block. If either test

is satisfied, the current frame is completed and an end delimiter must be selected. Accordingly, at step 116,

the relevant one of the above-mentioned four boolean flags, selected in accordance with the current value of

the counter K, is tested. If the flag is 'true', the procedure selects the DL2 delimiter (111111000000), at step

20 118; if the flag is 'false' the DL4 delimiter (000000111111) is selected, at step 120. In either case the procedure

then resets the value of the flag at step 122 to 'true' in preparation for the following frame.

Figure 5 shows a procedure, similar to that of Figure 4, for use in the decoder 22 to track the alternating

pattern of encodings of weight +1 and -1 , and verify that the pattern has been correctly maintained in the re-

ceived data stream. Like the procedure in Figure 4, this procedure uses four boolean flags, one for each con-

25 ductor, which are set to 'true' at the start of each frame.

Referring to Figure 5, at step 200 a counter L is incremented in a similar manner to the counter K in Figure

4, to keep track of which conductor the current (encoded) data value was transmitted along. The next step,

201 . tests whether the current code value is the start of an end delimiter (1 1 1 1 1 1 or 000000). If so, the procedure

advances to step 216, described below. Otherwise, at step 202 the code value is tested to check whether it

30 contains three binary 1 's. If it does, the procedure obtains the corresponding data value from the look-up table

at step 204. Otherwise the procedure advances to step 206, where one of the above-mentioned boolean flags,

selected in accordance with the current value of the counter L, is tested. If the flag is 'true', the procedure ad-

vances to step 208 where the code value is tested to check whether it contains only two binary ones; if the

flag is 'false' the code value is tested to check if it contains four ones, at step 21 0. If the selected test fails, the

procedure indicates an error, at step 224. Otherwise the procedure inverts the value of the flag, at step 212,

and then decodes the code value at step 204.

When an end delimiter is found, the relevant one of the four boolean flags, selected in accordance with

the current value of the counter L, is tested at step 216. If the flag is 'true', the procedure tests whether the

end delimiter has the DL2 value (111111000000), at step 218; if the flag is 'false* the delimiter is tested for the

DL4 value (000000111111), at step 220. If the relevant test fails, the procedure indicates an error at step 224.

Otherwise the value of the flag is reset at step 222 to 'true' in preparation for the following frame.

Claims

1 . Amethod for communicating encoded data over a channel, using a code having two groups of data values,

each data value in a first group having one or more code words all of weight n, and each data value in a

second group having a plurality of code words each of which is of weight n+x or n+y and having at least

one code word of each weight code words of weight /r+x and n+y being selected alternately upon each

occurrence of any data value in said second group, wherein communication of data over said channel is

terminated with a delimiter selected from at least two predetermined delimiters in accordance with the

weight which would be selected for a code word corresponding to a data value in said second group and

occurring in place of said delimiter.

2. The method of claim 1 , wherein x has a value of -1

.

3. The method of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein y has a value of 1

.
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4. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein each data value in said first group has one code

word, and each data value in said second group has one code word of weight n+x and one code word of

weight n+y.

5. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein said data values are 5-bit data words which are

encoded using the code words in the table of Figure 3.

6. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein said predetermined delimiter values are

111111000000 and 000000111111.

7. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein data are transmitted over a plurality of channels,

wherein communication of data over each respective channel is terminated with a delimiter selected from

at least two predetermined delimiters in accordance with the weight which would be selected for a code

word corresponding to a data value in said second group and occurring on that channel in place of said

delimiter.

8. Apparatus for communicating encoded data over a channel, using a code having two groups of data val-

ues, each data value in a first group having one or more code words all of weight n, and each data value

in a second group having a plurality of code words each of which is of weight n+x or n+y and having at

least one code word of each weight, comprising:

means for encoding data values in said first group;

means for selecting code words of weight n+x and n+y alternately upon each occurrence of any
data value in said second group; and

means for terminating communication of a packet over said channel with a delimiter selected from

at least two predetermined delimiters in accordance with the weight which would be selected for a code

word corresponding to a data value in said second group and occurring in place of said delimiter.

9. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein x has a value of -1

.

10. The apparatus of claim 8 or claim 9, wherein y has a value of 1.

11. The apparatus of any one of claims 8 to 10, wherein each data value in said first group has one code

word, and each data value in said second group has one code word of weight n+x and one code word of

weight n+y.

12. The apparatus of any one of claims 8 to 11 , wherein said data values are 5-bit data words and including

means for encoding said data values in accordance with the table of Figure 3.

13. The apparatus of any one of claims 8 to 12, wherein said predetermined delimiter values are

111111000000 and 000000111111.

14. The apparatus of any one of claims 8 to 13, wherein data are transmitted over a plurality of channels,

and including means for terminating communication of data over each respective channel with a delimiter

selected from at least two predetermined delimiters in accordance with the weight which would be se-

lected for a code word corresponding to a data value in said second group and occurring on that channel

in place of said delimiter.

6
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5-bit data word

00000
00001
00010
00011
00100
00101
00110
00111

01000
01001
01010
01011
01100
01101
01110
01111

10000
10001
10010
10011
10100
10101
10110
10111

11000
11001
11010
11011
11100
11101
11110
11111

Fig.

3

001100

100010

001010

000110
101000

100100

000101

001001

011000

100001

010100

010010

6-bit code

110011
101100

101110
001101

110101
010101
001110
001011

0001 1

1

1 0001

1

100110
111001
010111

011010
011011

101001

111010
.100101

110110
010110
111000

100111
011001

011110

110001
101010

101011
110100
011100
010011

101101
110010
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